
                   The Six Bombs          
               How Kinder Morgan’s Trans Mountain pipeline 
                             and terminal expansion threatens 
                                                      you,
                                              your children,                                                                                 
                                  and your children’s children. 

                                                        Children at Secret Beach by the Salish Sea                                      

              Written by Sarama, February 2016, while working to complete the film:
                                               This Living Salish Sea
                                                                    

                                                                                                                                 Map of the of the Salish Sea and surrounding basin                                                 by Stefan Freland, University of Western Washington.



After leaving the Enron Corp., former Enron executives, Rich Kinder and William 
Morgan formed the Kinder Morgan company in 1997, which took over the liquid pipeline 
assets of Enron. 

In 2005 Kinder Morgan (Canada) bought the Trans Mountain pipeline and became its 
100% owner. So, I will mostly use, Kinder Morgan, the name of the parent company.

On Dec. 16, 2013  Trans Mt. filed an application to expand its facilities, to triple capacity.
This pipeline expansion project will deliver a devastating barrage of toxic “bombs,” 
exploding in slow motion through space-time, through the matrix of life, through unseen 
generations, globally, nationally, regionally, and with direct impacts, locally.

1. The first bomb: The Tar Sands extraction project is the single largest point source of 
green house gas emissions in Canada, and the single largest engineering/mining/
extractive project on the face of the earth. The Tar Sands are the size of England.

The Athabasca Tar Sands project is extreme dirty fossil fuel extraction. It is poisonous, 
enormous, deadly, and hellish beyond description. Just ask the First Nations people of 
Fort Chipewyan, who live downstream from this sacrifice zone of mines, processing 
plants, and tailings waste lakes, which are leaking toxins into the Athabasca River. 
These indigenous people are part of the “sacrifice zone” and are dying of cancers. 
These types of cancers are very rare in the rest of the Canadian population. 

A Greenpeace aerial view of a typical scene of the Athabasca forest, in Northern Alberta, before tar sands 
mining/extraction, from the film Petropolis, by Peter Mettler.                                     
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  Greenpeace aerial view of tar sands bitumen extraction, from the film, Petropolis, by Peter Mettler.
             

             
   A Greenpeace aerial view of a tar sands processing plant, from the film, Petropolis by Peter Mettler.
              

             
                                  The Healing Walk at the Tar Sands, in July, 2013.
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An excerpt from an article in the Earth Island Journal: Deformed Fish Found 
Downstream of Tar Sands Mines, by Jason Mark, June 13, 2012              

                            

In this unretouched photo, taken in July, 2013, the Syncrude  plants are several kilometres away, with a 
tailings waste “pond” in the foreground, as large as a lake. The air is foul, smells of polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons and reduces visibility. It sounds like a war zone, with continuous cannon fire from floating 
platforms, to scare off migratory birds from landing on the toxic lakes.                                              
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An excerpt from the article: Tar sands ‘fingerprints’ seen in rivers and snow, in Science 
News, by Janet Raloff, Aug. 31, 2010.
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After nearly 16 years of health service at Fort Chipewyan, Dr. John O’Conner was fired, 
in April, 2015. Earlier, he had made the news when speaking out about the elevated 
cancer rate in Northern Alberta communities, believing them to be linked to tar sands 
activities.
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This is an excerpt from an article in the APTN National News, by Brandi Morin, May 11, 
2015, regarding some of the circumstances of Dr. O’Conner’s firing.

In the Harper era, firings, muzzling of science and scientists, covert surveillance and 
suppression of legitimate democratic public activities of First Nations people and 
concerned citizens who were active on environmental issues, including investigative 
auditing of environmental organizations by Revenue Canada, were all standard 
practice. This is just a brief summary of how corporate fossil fuel control and profit 
interests were elevated, while democracy was degraded.

The new Kinder Morgan pipeline, if built, will further tar sands extraction, to continue, 
and to grow. The legacy of tars sands extraction and bitumen burning will haunt future 
generations, long after we are gone.
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2. The second bomb: A plan to build a new three-foot diameter pipeline, along a route 
corresponding roughly to the 1150 km route of the existing two-foot diameter pipeline, 
from Edmonton, Alberta, terminating at Burrard Inlet, B.C. 

                      
                                    Jasper National Park, (and Kinder Morgan pipeline route). 
          

                                                      
                      The pipeline route follows along the Fraser and North Thompson Rivers.
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Many pumping stations  are along the route. The pipeline is just a few meters away, literally, from the 
rivers, at many points.                                             

A pipeline rupture, could be devastating to the pristine wetlands and habitat along the 
pipeline route and could spell the death knell for salmon populations, which are already 
struggling from the impacts of climate change and open pen salmon farms. The Fraser 
River is arguably one of the most important, if not the most important salmon bearing 
river, in the world.

3. The third bomb: The Kinder Morgan oil tanks on Burnaby Mt., are termed a “tank 
farm” (unconscious irony?). The expansion plan would increase storage capacity to five 
and one half million barrels of volatile, toxic, and highly flammable and explosive 
diluted bitumen. This is in a densely populated urban area in close proximity to schools, 
homes, and Simon Fraser University, a major university campus, atop Burnaby Mt.

              An aerial view of the present Kinder Morgan oil storage tanks, at centre, on Burnaby Mt.         
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                John Clarke, Burnaby resident, holds a photo of a burning oil storage tank “farm”. 
                                                                    

Shawn Soucy photo. In Burnaby, at 12:31 pm, July 24, 2007, a contractor ruptured the Kinder Morgan 
high pressure oil pipeline between Burnaby Mt. and the marine terminal. 11 homes were covered in oil, 
250 residents were evacuated, 250,000 litres of oil were spilled into Burnaby Inlet, with 210,000 
recovered. The clean up cost 15-17 million dollars. 

The Transportation Safety Board of Canada report stated, in part, under “Findings as to Causes and 
Contributing Factors”: 4. Inadequate communication within Kinder Morgan Canada Inc. (KMC) and 
between KMC, the consultant, and the contractor resulted in no common understanding or 
acceptance of the project work plan and the contractors construction schedule.
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